
INTRODUCTION

Oliver Hemming is a British Designer who is making a reputation for 
himself by producing the very best alarm clocks and combining them 
with first class audio and he recently won the prestigious GOOD DE-
SIGN® Award for his Songbird speaker alarm clock collection. 

The GOOD DESIGN® Awards are the world’s most prestigious and 
oldest Design Awards program and are organized annually by The 
Chicago Athenaeum Museum of Architecture and Design. Founded 
in Chicago in 1950 by architects Eero Saarinen, Charles and Ray Eames 
and Edgar Kaufman. 

These awards recognise the good and great in all fields of design. 
Songbird is now the Bluetooth speaker alarm clock of choice for many 
of the world’s best Hotels. 
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UPTOWN BLACKBIRD

The ultimate – hi-fidelity Bluetooth alarm clock in class 
Hi FI black on black.  Silent sweep motion clock and 2 

USB charing points on all models.

REVIEW

“Finally an analogue alarm clock with a decent quality Bluetooth audio function”

DOWNTOWN BLACKBIRD

Graphite black andoised
aluminium grille.

SONGBIRD

OHD-UB5B85W
Satin Black with black anodised grille 

and futura clock dial.

OHD-D85B85W
Satin Black with black anodised grille 

and future clock dial.
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UPTOWN EBONY

This upright style is perfect for smaller
bedside spaces.

REVIEW

“The old school charm of the wood grain and the simple intuitive controls are very appealing”

DOWNTOWN EBONY

Hand selected ebony veneers and a brushed stainless 
steel grille give character and maturity in this 

downtown mode.

SONGBIRD

OHD -UB5S5W
Ebony veneer with stainless steel grille 

and acens clock dial.

OHD- DE4S5W
Ebony veneer with stainless steel grille 

and acens clock dial.

http://www.astro.net.nz


UPTOWN WHITE

Silent sweep motion and 2 USB charging points
on all models.

REVIEW

“ice cool”

DOWNTOWN WHITE

Clean perfection with a brushed satin stainless steel 
grille.

SONGBIRD

OHD-UW5S2W
Satin white with stainless steel grille 

and linear clock dial.

OHD-DW5S2W
Satin white with stainless steel grille 

and linear clock dial.
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SONGBIRD

Product Details:

• Sold individually
• Beautiful and stylish design
• With night light & silent sweep-action movement
• 100% silent sweep clock movement
• Uptown or Downtown format
• Exceptional Hi-Fi sound quality
• Bluetooth Speaker and silent-motion analogue
   Alarm Clock
• 2 USB ports to charge smart devices
• Effortless Bluetooth connectivity 
• Veneer with stainless steel grille and acens clock dial

Specifications:

• Weight: 1.9 kg
• Product Size:
   105W x 195H x 120D mm(Uptown)
   195W x 105H x 120D mm (Downtown)
• Power output 16W
• 76 mm full range driver
• SNR Signal to noise ratio ≥ 95db
• 110V/220V external transformer
• DSP enhanced bass technology
• Frequency response: 60Hz - 18,000Hz
• Digital amplifier with ≤ 0.1% distortion
• Bluetooth v4.0 +
• EDR with a range of 10 metres
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DESIRE

These finely detailed Desire Alarm clocks have hand 
polished steel cases, bevelled mineral glass lenses 

and a jewel like quality that comes from the exquisite 
attention to detail. The simple graphics of the dial 
are illuminated at night by a light that comes on 
only when the clock is picked up or tilted slightly 

backwards, so there are no annoying lights to disturb 
the guest at night. They also have a 100% silent sweep 
action movement so there won’t be any ticking either. 

The Desire series is now brand standard to some of 

the world’s best hoteliers and comes in chrome, rose 
and yellow gold and black. Your guests need the very 
best, and these beautifully detailed alarm clocks have 

been approved by the some of the world’s fi nest 
hoteliers. The hand polished chrome steel cases with 
bevelled mineral glass lenses have a beautiful jewel 
like quality and weight. The HX80 series have a 100% 
silent sweep action movement and a night light that 

comes on when the clock is picked up or slightly 
tilted. Powered by a single AA Battery.

Product Details:

• Sold individually
• Beautiful and stylish design
• Bevelled mineral glass lens
• With night light & silent sweep-action movement
• Chrome plated steel body
• Battery operated
• 100% silent sweep clock movement

Colours Available:

• Also comes in Silver (OHD-HX80S),
  Rose Gold (OHD-HX80R) and Gold (OHD-HX80G)

Options:

• Choice of face dial
• Specifications:
• Weight: 360 g

Silver OHD-HX80S

Rose Gold OHD-HX80R

Gold OHD-HX80G

Looking for different clock face options
contact us.
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ROBIN

The Robin is a stylish, well priced and patented bluetooth speaker alarm clock for mid-range 3-4 Star Hotels.  
Specifically designed for Hospitality, it has series of features that make it the outstanding product in its class. 

With good looks and world class engineering the Robin has simple intuitive controls and a refined audio tone.

Product Details:

• Sold individually
• Beautiful and stylish design
• With night light & silent sweep-action movement
• 100% silent sweep clock movement
• Exceptional Hi-Fi sound quality
• Bluetooth Speaker and silent-motion analogue Alarm Clock
• Price for the budget conscious
• Durable, high quality construction
• USB A and USB C sockets for charging, silver/white
• Analogue alarm, intuitive controls
• Night light with luminous button
• 2 USB ports to charge smart devices
• Effortless Bluetooth connectivity 
• Veneer with stainless steel grille and acens clock dial

Colours Available:

• Silver (OHD-RS4S5W) and Matte Black (OHD-RS4S5MB) 

Options:

• Weight: 0.8 kg
• Product Size: 180W x 100H x 45D mm
• Power output 10W
• 76 mm full range driver
• SNR Signal to noise ratio ≥ 95db
• 110V/220V external transformer
• DSP enhanced bass technology

Matte Black OHD-RS4S5MB

Silver OHD-RS4S5W
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SONGBIRD-DESIRE-ROBIN

HOSPITALITY BLUETOOTH SPEAKERS &
ALARM CLOCKS

Simple elegant solutions
exquisitely detailed

Great British Design

Songbird is an active Bluetooth speaker with an analogue alarm clock. It delivers a beautifully re ned tone with 
impeccable good looks and is very easy to use.

The simple intuitive controls make Songbird a perfect accessory for any home or hotel and need no explanation for any 
moderately tech aware user.

Enjoy the aesthetics of a perfectly designed analogue alarm clock with state-of-the-art hi-  audio playback. The V4 
Bluetooth is simple to connect and delivers CD quality sound reproduction that will bring your music and videos to life on 
your tablet or phone with exceptional ease. 

Made in 2 formats, the Uptown model is best suited to smaller bedside spaces and the Downtown for more open areas.  

The Songbird series has been beautifully engineered by an international team of award winning audiophile engineers 
from Quad.  These exceptional products are a joy to use, have  rst class performance, and will surely appeal to everyone 
with style. 

Enjoy the groove !

Introduction To SongBird

Oliver Hemming is an award winning British Designer

Please enquire to learn more about these products.
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